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▶ A Soup for Several Themes:
  ▶ The Demand and Supply of Models
  ▶ Twain’s Rhyme: Financial History and Possible Futures
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- **Investors**: They got a higher interest rate for a “comparable level of risk”
- **Rating Agencies**: For the years 2000-2006 they got 40% of their revenue from rating CDOs
- **Mortgage Originators**: They could do more business without using up their balance sheet or taking credit risk.
- **Home Purchasers**: Many more people could buy homes — including some that should not have done so
- **The Government**: CDOs created placement for mortgage assets beyond Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Politicians could even imagine a day when Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac could be decommissioned.
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- So How Does one Measure (or Model) the Dependence of Chance Driven Events?
  - First things first: \( P(A) \)
  - Now, the harder \( P(B \text{ given } A) \)
  - Always in Demand: Relevant Tools and Relevant Data
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- “All models are wrong, but some are useful.” — G.E.P. Box
- “A limited model is better than no model at all” — Anonymous
- “A model should be as simple as possible — but not simpler.” — A. Einstein

David Li’s Approach

- Life Times are not normal (or Gaussian); but we can “transform them” to be normal.
- With jointly normal data, we have the tool of correlation to “deal with” dependence.
- True, we have zillions of correlations to worry about, but we “simplify the model” by assuming that all of the correlations are equal. After all, this is still progress, right?
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▶ The famous Li Model is just

$$C_{\text{Gaus}}(F_A(x), F_B(y))$$

This gives you one parameter to deal with dependence and it allows for the kinds of marginal distributions you meet in real life. You lucky rascal, you can now compute away — having “dealt” professionally with the pesky dependence issue.
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- Think back to how good 2006 felt
- ... but not all was well
  - There really is some logic to home ownership — and home prices
  - That “house prices do not go down” was wishful thinking
  - CDO Issuance: 2007 481 B USD, 2008 61 B USD, and then in 2009 just 4 B USD
- This is what a crash looks like — in the CDO market. The tipping point was in 2006. The equity market did not start its crash until November 2007. The economy ... we’ll it stayed on the skids to 2009 Q1.
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- The biggest problem is underemployment — and this problem could last for decades.
- Blame? The media has had no problem finding villains — including some like Bernie Madoff who might not have been caught in their natural lives had the “tide not gone out.”
- Lessons Learned? Well, let’s stick to what quants may have learned — and may still worry about.
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▶ Nobody who understands Li’s model will put any blame on his shoulders. He clearly and honestly put forward a simple model that addressed a *part* of the dependence issue in CDOs. This is what modelers do.

▶ Li’s model did not deal with the fact that *in extremes all assets become (more and more) correlated*. Many quants have brass plaques on their wall with this homily. They learned it first hand during the Russian and LTCM crisis of 1998. This is in everyone’s mind — and no one’s models.

▶ Keynes said: “When the facts change, I change my mind. What do you do, Sir?”

▶ The business of “originate to distribute” changed the risk characteristics of mortgages.
▶ The ratio of median home price to median household income changed the likelihood of a national decline in housing prices
▶ Absorption of marginal purchasers created fragile owners — so historical rates were less relevant to contemporary estimates.
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- The biggest “quant risk” that is out there today is VAR, value at risk.
  - VAR suffers from the same “peso problem” that was behind the worst inferences of CDO crisis
  - VAR is not counter cyclical — it encourages (even forces) herd behavior.
- To Quant or Not to Quant? My view — its a glorious life and it adds value to society!
- Just don’t check your common sense at the door.